Partners Capital
European Shareholders Rights Directive II

The European Shareholders Rights Directive II (SRD II) aims to promote long-term shareholder engagement and stewardship
practices in the European Union by imposing certain disclosure requirements on asset management firms (including investment
firms that provide discretionary portfolio management services) to the extent that investments are made in shares traded on a
regulated market. Under SRD II, Partners Capital is required to disclose a shareholder engagement policy or provide a clear and
detailed explanation of why we are not. Such a policy should cover how shareholder engagement is incorporated into a firms’
investment strategy, how investee companies are monitored and the dialogue that is conducted with these companies and
their relevant stakeholders.
Partners Capital has not drafted a shareholder engagement policy under SRD II, due to predominantly investing via third party
fund managers rather than directly holding shares in public companies. Partners Capital’s exposure to public equities is
generally limited to our Public Equities Co-investment Programme, where clients are able to directly access the top positions of
who we deem to be our highest conviction active equity managers, without the payment of third-party fees and the, at times,
onerous liquidity terms of these funds. Given that this stock selection is based on the due diligence undertaken by these thirdparty managers, we do not directly engage with or monitor the investee companies directly, but instead communicate the level
of interaction we expect our managers to have with their underlying portfolio companies.
Therefore, instead of a shareholder engagement policy, Partners Capital has developed an approach to engagement and
stewardship that focuses on our relationships with the third party managers with which we invest. More information on our
manager engagement process is outlined hereunder.

Partners Capital’s manager engagement and stewardship approach
Our engagement and stewardship approach focuses on the following areas:
1. Periodic monitoring of manager’s portfolio construction and performance
In selecting third party asset managers, we undertake rigorous due diligence in order to determine whether we believe
that organisation is capable of generating consistent outperformance versus that which would be achievable through
passively investing in the respective asset class. Thereafter, we rigorously monitor those asset managers in which our
clients are invested in order to identify any issues that have arisen since our initial due diligence which have the potential
to impact the performance of that manager. This includes reviewing all relevant literature produced by the manager, but
more importantly, regular interactions with the manager with the aim of continued assessment of the quality of their
investment decision making, portfolio construction and interaction with underlying management teams of their portfolio
companies. At the outset of our relationships with managers, we set clear expectations as to the level of transparency from
and interaction with those managers we require in order to fulfil our stewardship activities. Furthermore, we communicate
the level of interaction we expect them to have with their underlying portfolio companies. That level of interaction varies
by strategy. For example, we generally expect our activist public equity managers to be in regular dialogue with
management teams and, in some cases, even have a board seat. For the more passive strategies in which we invest, we do
not expect the same level of interaction between the asset managers and company management.
2. Participation in Limited Partner Advisory Committees (LPACs)
Owing to our size and scale, Partners Capital has the potential to be a large and meaningful limited partner in the private
markets funds in which we invest. In such circumstances, there is often an opportunity for us to participate in the fund’s
Limited Partner Advisory Committee (LPAC). As members of an LPAC, we seek to be an active and engaged partner by
participating in LPAC meetings, and providing input on those issues upon which the LPAC is asked to opine. Furthermore,
third party managed funds at times require resolutions to be voted on by their limited partners, particularly for private
markets funds. We consider each of these resolutions on a case-by-case basis with our vote cast in favour of the election
which we believe to be in the best interest of our clients. In addition to simply casting our vote, we will also provide
feedback on a proposal if appropriate, drawing on our unique perspective and extensive experience as a limited partner in
private market funds.
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3. Annual ESG Integration Survey
In 2014, we created a proprietary ESG Integration Survey as a tool to facilitate our due diligence on our managers’ ESG
integration strategies and for monitoring their progress over time. We originally created our survey alongside one of our
long-time endowment clients, but have developed it considerably since, including a ranking and categorisation
methodology for our managers. We have different surveys for asset managers depending on their asset class as we believe
that ESG integration is best achieved in different ways for different asset classes. Our asset class research team members
and client CIOs are trained in manager ESG integration, in particular on how best to engage with asset managers to help
them understand what may be best practice in ESG integration in their asset class.
4. Targeted engagements to assist in the improvement of ESG and impact practices
During our regular monitoring of the investment managers in which we have invested, we highlight the importance of the
incorporation of ESG considerations into their investment decision making process and set the expectation that the
manager’s process (and hence, our ranking) should improve over time. We commit to assisting our managers in improving
their ESG integration through sharing industry best practice and benchmarking against peers. We also track the success of
our engagements annually. Influencing the behaviour of our asset managers, who manage multiples of the total capital
that we have invested in their funds, has the potential for Partners Capital to have a highly leveraged impact on the world.

Public Equities Co-investment Programme – Proxy Voting Process
As outlined above, Partners Capital offer a public equities co-investment programme to our clients that co-invests directly in a
select number of stocks alongside our third-party managers, based on their due diligence and investment thesis. Given the
nature of this investment programme, we do not engage with or monitor these investee companies directly. However, where
Partners Capital own stocks directly, we exercise our shareholder right to vote. Partners Capital has retained Institutional
Shareholders Services Inc. (ISS) to assist in the proxy voting process, and follows ISS’ Sustainability Policy recommendations. The
policy recommendations seek to promote support for global governing bodies advocating for sustainable business practices
such as environmental stewardship, fair labour practices, non-discrimination, and the protection of human rights. The
recommendations are underpinned by internationally recognized sustainability-related initiatives, such as the UN PRI.
Copies of our Global Proxy Voting Policy, which outlines the procedures we follow with respect to exercising the proxy voting
rights on behalf of our clients, as well as our proxy voting records are also available to our clients upon request.

Partnerships and Associations
Partners Capital also collaborates with our clients, asset managers and leading capital owning institutions across the investment
industry, to seek to enhance the impact that we can have. We have actively sought partnerships and opportunities to grow our
network in order to deepen our knowledge and broaden our impact in this rapidly evolving space.
Partners Capital is a signatory to the UN-supported Principles for Responsible Investment, publicly demonstrating our
commitment to responsible investing. We join a community of over 3,000 signatories with over $100 trillion in assets under
management. As a signatory, Partners Capital pledges to pursue the six principles for responsible investment to the best of our
ability.
Furthering our commitment to examining the impact of climate change on investments and collaborating with like-minded
investors on environmental impact, Partners Capital is a member of The Institutional Investors Group on Climate Change
(IIGCC). The IIGCC is the European membership body for investor collaboration on climate change, comprising over 300
institutional investors and representing €37 trillion of assets. The IIGCC works closely with the similar investor networks globally
through the Global Investor Coalition on Climate Change (GIC). Partners Capital is contributing to and engaging with the
Investor Practices programme to help our clients and asset managers better integrate climate risks and opportunities into their
investment process. We are active participants in the organisation’s Climate Solutions investor practices programme. Deeper
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understanding of climate risks and opportunities enables Partners Capital to better safeguard our investors’ assets and enhance
long-term value.
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